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Abstract

The job scheduling for MapReduce clusters has received significant attention in recent years, because it plays an important role on MapReduce clusters. Traditional job scheduling performs poorly in assigning a task to appropriate nodes, and cannot predict the resource utilization of the unexecuted tasks. To address the problems, an efficient job scheduling for MapReduce clusters is proposed in this paper. The job scheduling introduces dynamic priority scheduling and real-time prediction model. Dynamic priority scheduling introduces the minimum cost data locality algorithm with a weight to deal with different size jobs, and real-time prediction model can predict the resource utilization of unexecuted tasks by calculating the running tasks. The resource utilization contains CPU, memory, and network. Experimental results prove that the proposed job scheduling is able to perform well in MapReduce clusters.
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1. Introduction

Due to extremely easy to program, fast speed, scalability, and fault-tolerance achieved for a variety of applications, MapReduce [1-3] has been widely regarded as a promising alternative to large-scale data analysis such as graph processing, machine learning, and data mining. These applications which are submitted to MapReduce clusters are executed in the form of jobs, and each job contains a number of tasks. Every task will be assigned to a node, which is generally called slave node, by task scheduler in clusters. Task scheduler is one of the core technologies of MapReduce, it mainly controls the order of task executing and resource allocation. In addition, it can directly influence the performance of MapReduce clusters and the execution time of the different priority tasks. Therefore, an appropriate task scheduling is very important for MapReduce clusters.

MapReduce itself provides three main task scheduling algorithms, which are the First-in-first-out (FIFO), the capacity scheduling [4], and the fair scheduling [5]. First-in-first-out algorithm is the build-in scheduler in MapReduce clusters. The advantages of FIFO are simple and easy to implement, because it deals with the jobs in the way of first in first out, that is, the older job can be deal first, and the younger job can be handled later. However, it does not take fully into account that there are different sizes of jobs including small and large jobs in clusters, and does not consider the support of multiple users. To address the problems of FIFO, the fair scheduling is developed to deal with small and large jobs as fairly as possible in clusters. In order to achieve this goal, job priorities, pool weights, and delay scheduling is introduced. The scheduling of jobs is controlled by job priorities with a suitable weight, and weight is divided into a certain level, such as a weight of 1.0, a weight of 2.0, and 2x more weight. But the fair scheduling needs a lot of manually configuration, which can greatly influence the performance of the jobs. Moreover,
the fair scheduling does not take the actual load of the master node into account, which plays the role on job scheduling and distributes job to a number of slave nodes. Capacity scheduling supports multiple job queues. However capacity scheduling limits the resources that a job can be used.

For above-mentioned reasons, it is quite clear that a valid job scheduling is a comprehensive study on the performance, the support of multiple users, and the effective utilization of resources. To reach this design principle, an efficient job scheduling, which aims to improve the performance of the clusters, and to meet different size jobs, is proposed. The major contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

1. In order to improve the performance of the MapReduce clusters, real-time prediction model will be used to predict the unexecuted tasks. This model estimates the resource consumptions of the unexecuted tasks by calculating current running jobs.

2. In order to satisfy the different size of jobs, the minimum cost data locality algorithm will be used to calculate the degree of data locality. The algorithm can efficiently avoid the problem that there are different size jobs in clusters, and it can also improve the efficiency of the job scheduling.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed job scheduling, the job scheduling prototype has been implemented and various benchmarks have been conducted. The simulation results show that the proposed job scheduling significantly improves the performance of the MapReduce clusters.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 presents the efficient job scheduling. Section 4 presents the experimental results. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

In order to design suitable job scheduling, a number of job scheduling algorithms have been proposed in recent years, this section briefly summarizes research work related to job scheduling in MapReduce clusters.

Zaharia et al., [6] propose a job scheduling, which introduces the delay scheduling algorithm to improve the data locality. However, the algorithm does not take into account of the different size of jobs in cluster. Moreover, the algorithm performs well in small jobs, and performs poor in large jobs, because the delay scheduling algorithm can incur performance degradation in large jobs. In MapReduce, large jobs are divided into fixed number tasks, and there are many waiting tasks in queues due to the delay characteristics in the delay scheduling algorithm. So the execution time of large jobs will be increase.

Jinshuang Yan et al. [10] also propose a job scheduling, which has advantages in the time cost during the initial phase of a job, and the task assignment because the push-model replaces the pull-model which is a task assignment mechanism. But, it can not perform well for large jobs, because it is designed for small jobs. Seo et al. [7] propose a new job scheduling, which introduces the perfecting technologies to improve the data locality and the performance of the clusters. But a lot of memory consumption and network throughout will be increased, because a number of unrelated data to the task is read to memory. In addition, a mass of data is transmitted through network due to the storage characteristics of HDFS [8-9].

Aprigio Bezerra et al. [11] propose a job scheduling, which selects tasks from a pending jobs queues by analyzing the available resources of the clusters to improve the performance of the clusters. Although analyzing the available resources of the clusters can appropriately submit a task to the cluster, it can not predict the resource consumptions of the pending jobs. Jisha S Manjaly [12] also propose a job scheduling, called Task Tracker aware scheduling algorithm, which aims to avoid the task failure caused by overloading in
clusters, and in which users must configure the maximum load for every task by setting the threshold. However, the drawback of this job scheduling is the much configuration to the users. So it is very difficult to use.

Obviously, the above-mentioned job scheduling algorithms have the common drawbacks, which are not predicting the resource consumption of the unexecuted or pending tasks, and calculating the degree of the data locality, respectively.

3. An Efficient Job Scheduling

Based on the analysis of the above job scheduling in MapReduce clusters, an optimized job scheduling is presented in this section. The goal of the job scheduling is to assign resources to jobs fairly. Small and large jobs will be reasonably assigned to each node by analyzing the practical situation of resource utilization through the dynamic priority scheduling in MapReduce clusters. Moreover, the job scheduling can predict the resource utilization of the jobs which have not been performed by analyzing the performed jobs.

3.1. Dynamic Priority Scheduling

The core of the job scheduling is the dynamic priority scheduling, which introduces the minimum cost data locality algorithm with a weight to deal with different size jobs. The weight of a job can be defined as

\[ W = \text{Locality} + \text{Priority} \]  

(1)

where priority is the priority of a job, and locality is the degree of data locality. From the formula, we can see that the weight of jobs contains the data locality and the priority of jobs. The priority of jobs is the job execution order defined by users. Data locality is that the corresponding data of a job will be stored in the nodes where jobs are executed. In this paper, the data locality algorithm externs the host selection algorithm in Hadoop [13], and if the corresponding data of a job is divided into different nodes, the proposed job scheduling can calculate minimum cost and assign the job to appropriate nodes by minimum data locality algorithm.

Assume that a job contains \( M \) blocks. The \( M \) blocks are stored in different nodes, and the block numbers of each node are denoted as \( N_1, N_2, \ldots, N_n \) respectively. \( T_i \) represents the time cost that a block is transferred to the node with the maximum number of blocks. The reason of this selection is that the first executed task is assigned to the node with the maximum number of blocks. \( T_i \) is relevant with the size of blocks, the number of blocks, and the actual network transmission speed. The size of blocks is denoted as \( \text{Block}_\text{size} \) (64MB by default), the number of blocks is denoted as \( N_i \), and the actual network transmission speed is denoted as \( \text{speed} \). So \( T_i \) can be indicated as

\[ T_i = \frac{D_i}{N_i \times \text{speed} \times \text{Block}_\text{size}} \]  

(2)

In this paper, assume that the data blocks of the executed job are distributed into \( n \) nodes, whose locality are denoted as \( \text{Locality}_i, \text{Locality}_2, \ldots, \text{and locality}_i \) respectively. So the locality is denoted as

\[ \text{Locality}_i = \frac{1}{N_i} + (B_i) \times T_i \]  

(3)

Where \( B_i \) is the data blocks which is transmitted through the network. According to formula (2) and (3), locality is equal to:
The minimum cost data locality algorithm selects the smallest $P$ nodes in \{Locality$_1$, Locality$_2$, and Locality$_3$\}. User can predefined the value of $P$. The $P$ nodes are sorted from smallest to largest according to locality. In MapReduce clusters, a job is divided into a fixed number of tasks, and each task is assigned to a node. Figure 1 illustrates an example of the minimum cost data locality algorithm. In this example, a job is divided into 2 tasks. There are 5 data blocks in node$_1$, two data blocks in node$_2$, and 3 blocks in node$_3$. The locality list is accessed in the order of Locality$_1$, Locality$_3$, and Locality$_2$. Obviously, task$_1$ is assigned into node$_1$, and task$_2$ is assigned to node$_3$. The locality of node$_3$ is smaller than node$_2$ because the number of blocks in node$_3$ is larger than node$_2$. From the Figure 1, we can see that there is no task in the node$_2$. Assume that the distance between node$_1$ to node$_2$ is smaller than the distance between node$_2$ to node$_3$. Therefore the data blocks in node$_2$ are processed by the task 1 in node$_1$.

\[
\text{Locality}_i = \frac{1}{N_i} + \frac{(B_i) \times D_i}{N_i \times \text{speed} \times \text{Block size}}
\quad (4)
\]

3.2. The Real-Time Prediction Model of Jobs

In real-time prediction model, the resource utilization of the unexecuted tasks can be concluded through the executed tasks. These resources include CPU, memory, and network resources. Assume that a job is divided into ten tasks, which are denoted as Task$_1$, Task$_2$, ..., and Task$_n$, whose lengths are denoted as $L_1$, $L_2$, ..., and $L_n$ respectively, six of them are running, and the other four are waiting. The resource consumption of a task Task$_i$ with the length $L_i$ in a node is derived as

\[
C_e = C_{\text{cpu}} + C_{\text{memory}} + C_{\text{network}}
\quad (5)
\]

where $C_{\text{cpu}}$ stands for the CPU consumption, $C_{\text{memory}}$ stands for memory consumption, and $C_{\text{network}}$ stands for the consumption of the network transmission. In addition, $C_{\text{memory}}$ contains the number of memory bytes consumed by Task$_i$ it own, which is denoted as $C_{\text{s}}$, the number of memory bytes consumed by storing local data, which is denoted as $C_{\text{l}}$, and the number of memory bytes consumed by storing network data, which is denoted as $C_{\text{n}}$. So $C_{\text{memory}}$ is derived as
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where \( L \) is the size of temporary data written to the local disk, because the task writes the memory data to the local disk when memory usage reaches a certain threshold, and \( a \) is regulator. When there is no data transmitted by network, the value of \( C_n \) is zero.

According to formula (5) and (6), \( C_c \) is equal to

\[
C_c = \frac{C_i + C_j + C_n - \alpha \times \log \left( \frac{L_i}{C_i + C_j + C_n} \right)}{T_{TotalTime}} + C_{network}
\]

(7)

where \( T_{TotalTime} \) is the total running time of the job. When a running task \( T_r \) with the length \( L \) is completed, the resource consumption \( C_c \) of the task \( T_r \) is calculated. The real-time prediction mode will select an unexecuted task whose size is equal to \( L \) from the waiting list, and assign the task to the node where the task \( T_r \) located. If the size of task cannot be found that exactly matches the size, the closest match is used.

Figure 2. The Example of the Real-Time Prediction Mode

As shown in Figure 2, task2 is completed. The size of task2 is 9. In waiting list, the size of task7 is 9. So assigning task7 to the Node3 is the most efficient assignment method, because the resource including CPU, memory, and network on Node3 can meet the requirements of the task7.

4. Experimental Evaluations

4.1. Experimental Environment

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed job scheduling, the scheduling is compared with existing job scheduling algorithms, which are the First-in-first-out (FIFO) algorithm, and the fair scheduler. And to evaluate the performance of the proposed job scheduling, an experiment environment of a MapReduce cluster with hadoop 1.0.0 is established. The experiment cluster contains one master node and 9 slave nodes. These
nodes are connected with a 100 Mb/s network. The master node is configured with 4-core 3.20 GHz Intel i7-960 processors, 16GB of memory and one 1TB 5400 RPM SATA disk. Each slave node is equipped with 4-core 3.10 GHz Intel i5-2400 processors, 16GB of memory and three 1TB 5400 RPM STAT disks. They all run CentOS 6.4 with kernel 2.6.32-358.el6.x86_64 operating system. Each disk is formatted with the ext4 file system. The master node acts as JobTracker, SecondaryNameNode, and NameNode. Each slave node acts as DataNode, and TaskTracker.

WordCount [14] and TestSort [15] [16] benchmarks are performed in the experimental environment. The reason of selection the two benchmarks is that WordCount and TestSort program is often used as a baseline benchmark for MapReduce. The size of test data is classified into four types, which are 500MB, 1GB, 2GB, and 5GB. In order to make the test data stored into each slave node average, the block size of HDFS file system is set to the default value of 64MB, and the replication number of a block is set to the value of 3.

4.2. Experiment Result

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the experiment results of the tree job scheduling algorithms in term of execution time. As shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4, the proposed job scheduling performs better than the FIFO and fair scheduler in term of execution time, because each task is assigned to the reasonable slave node through the dynamic priority scheduling and real-time prediction model. When the size of test data is 5GB, the advantage of the proposed scheduling is more apparent, because there are mount of waiting task in cluster. In this case, the proposed job scheduling can predict the resource usage of the waiting tasks, and assign a waiting job to the most suitable slave node. This assignment scheduler can use the cluster resources effectively. Moreover, the weight of a job can obviously reduce the data transmission of network, because a novel data locality is introduced. FIFO and fair scheduler spend a lot of time on the data transmission of network, which increases the total running time of the job.
From the Figure 3 and Figure 4, we can see that the execution time of the TestSort is larger than WordCount. The reason is that TestSort will carry shuffle data from one slave node to the other. The process will generate heavy disk I/O and network throughput. In addition, there is a mount of shuffle data in shuffle stage. In this case, a major bottleneck is network I/O bottlenecks. For WordCount, there are only small shuffle data in shuffle state.

5. Conclusion

This paper presents a novel job scheduling for MapReduce clusters. The objectives of the proposed scheduling are reducing the execution time of jobs, and taking full advantage of the resource of each node. The proposed job scheduling is advantageous in execution time and the resource utilization because it can calculate minimum cost and assign the job to appropriate nodes by minimum cost data locality algorithm. Moreover, the resource utilization of the unexecuted tasks can be concluded through the executed tasks. A series of experiments are conducted and encouraging results are obtained.
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